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Reminiscence Sentence Examples In other cases early costumes are preserved only as a historical
reminiscence at festivities. In this tradition there is a reminiscence of the fact that the Lycians had been
sea-rovers before their settlement in Lycia. The race of Pelops for his wife may be a reminiscence of the early
practice of marriage by capture. Carpocrates made especial use of the doctrines of reminiscence and
preexistence of souls. As the Romans learnt the use of the flute from the Etruscans, the fact of Minerva being
the patron goddess of flute-players is in favour of her Etruscan origin, although it may merely be a
reminiscence of the Greek story which attributed the invention of the flute to Athena. Hydra must, in short, be
a living representative of the ancestor of which the actinula-stage is a transient reminiscence in the
development of higher forms. It may be pointed out in this connexion that the fixation of Hydra is only
temporary, and that the animal is able at all times to detach itself, to move to a new situation, and to fix itself
again. Aries became the Fleece; two Sprouting Plants, typifying equality or resemblance, stood for Gemini;
Cancer was re-named Scarabaeus; Leo was converted, from the axe-like configuration of its chief stars, into
the Knife: Libra into the Mountain of the Sun, a reminiscence, apparently, of the Euphratean association of the
seventh month with a " holy mound," designating the biblical tower of Babel. The retention of the old duality
of dignities was the one reminiscence of the original separation. Is admitted to be both late and full of
untrustworthy matter; still, the passage may preserve an indistinct reminiscence of an early stage in the
formation of the canon, the writings referred. The word " Induction," which occurs in only three or four
passages throughout all his works and these again minor ones , is never used by him with the faintest
reminiscence of the import assigned to it by Bacon; and, as will be seen, he had nothing but scorn for
experimental work in physics. The English language retains in the word "argosy" a reminiscence of the
carracks of Ragusa, long known to Englishmen as Argouse, Argusa or Aragosa. It is possible that the whole
may be merely a reminiscence of a superstition similar to the familiar werwolf stories. At Oxford he formed a
close friendship with Arnold Toynbee, and was associated with his schemes of social work; and subsequently
he wrote a tribute to his friend, Arnold Toynbee: According to Schwegler, the puteal originally indicated that
the place had been struck by lightning, and the story is a reminiscence of the early struggle between the state
and ecclesiasticism. As a term of disparagement and contempt the word is also used of persons, from the idea
of wriggling or creeping on the ground, partly, too, perhaps, with a reminiscence of Genesis iii. From the 13th
century, and the latter part of the Mycenaean age; the name of Teucer, the legendary founder of Salamis,
probably is a reminiscence of the piratical Tikkara who harried the Egyptian coast under Rameses III. The
whole is a reminiscence of earlier times, when the goddess herself was a bear, to whom human sacrifice was
offered. He was for some time tutor of his college; but the most characteristic reminiscence of his university
life is the mention made by Anthony Wood that in the musical gatherings of the time "Thomas Ken of New
College, a junior, would be sometimes among them, and sing his part. Accepted the offer, which was an
agreeable reminiscence of the days when popes determined the limits of the Spanish colonial empire, all the
more gratefully that it was made by a Protestant power. They are not represented as having any immediate
religious importance; they really lie outside of the chronological scheme, and their history is plainly not
related from such lively and detailed reminiscence as gives charm to the longer episodes of the book. Later
Jewish doctrine of the last things and in the official exegesis of the Targums. It is impossible to estimate how
far this legend commemorates some actual but imperfectly recorded discovery, and how far it is a
reminiscence of the ancient idea of an elysium in the western seas which is embodied in the legends of the
Isles of the Blest or Fortunate Islands. Jesus is but a man in whom this reminiscence is unusually strong, and
who has consequently attained to unusual spiritual excellence and power. A very old tradition suggests that the
idea of such an earthly paradise was a reminiscence of some unrecorded voyage to Madeira and the Canaries,
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which are sometimes named Fortunatae Insulae by medieval map-makers. The strength of classical
reminiscence and the instinct of liberty were reinforced by the support given to communal aspirations by the
popular agitator and dangerous tribune, Arnold of Arnold of Brescia, whose theories arrived at an opportune
Brescia.
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Born on September 15, Graduated from the University of Virginia with a law degree in Lieutenant colonel in
the Virginia militia. Agent to Great Britain during the Civil War. Member of the Whig political party. Failed
to gain British recognition of the Confederacy during his time as an agent. Secured Enfield rifles for the state
of North Carolina. Illness prevented Peyton from finishing school at VMI, but he later transferred to the
University of Virginia and studied law. This piece was one of many that he produced throughout his lifetime.
In the following 10 years, Peyton travelled across Europe due to his involvement in the Millard Fillmore
administration. While in Chicago, he met Henrietta Washington and married her in They returned to live on a
plantation in the western portion of Augusta County near Staunton. A physical ailment prevented him from
joining the Confederate army. Instead, he accepted an appointment from the governor of North Carolina to be
an agent to Britain. Two significant works that Peyton produced as a result of his time abroad are The
American crisis, or, Pages from the note-book of a state agent during the Civil War and Rambling
reminiscences of a residence abroad. John Lewis Peyton succeeded in obtaining firearms, but he and other
state agents failed in gaining recognition from the Confederacy. Letters and firearms Letters are the primary
source that can be used to determine why John Lewis Peyton went to England and what he accomplished
there. Upon arrival in England, Peyton experienced difficulties in his mission. At the period of [his] arrival,
there were no arms to be had here. His first few months in the country were spent meeting with Confederate
commissioners, British officials, and travelling around the country. It was not until late in that Peyton sealed a
deal for the purchase of rifles. However, there were also a number of agents, such as Peyton, who worked
backstage in private meetings and rallied support among the British public in order to try to sway the
government and the people. Therefore, the Confederacy operated on different levels of diplomacy. The state
agents appear to have been more successful in consolidating the support of members of the upper class than in
appealing to the general public. This ended up hurting the Confederacy. The agents abroad, both official
Confederate commissioners and individual state agents, did not have a great deal of practice in the field of
diplomacy. The Confederacy appears to have underestimated the challenge at the beginning of the war when
they were confident of victory. Peyton spent the majority of his time abroad in London and among officials,
aristocrats, and the wealthy. In his Rambling Reminiscences of a Residence Abroad: England-Guernsey ,
Peyton devotes a chapter to the discussion of the poorer areas of London. He speaks of the working class
sections in derogatory terms. Matthew Poteat, Henry Toole Clark: McFarland, , Louisiana State UP, ,
Saunders, Otley and Co. Further reading Blackett, Richard J. Britain and the American Civil War. Louisiana
State University Press, The Cause of All Nations: Blue and Gray Diplomacy: University of North Carolina
Press, Rambling Reminiscences of a Residence Abroad: About the project This page was created as part of an
undergraduate research seminar taught in the Virginia Tech History Department by Professor Paul Quigley in
Fall Follow the link to return to the course homepage:
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